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“REPORT OF AN ANNOUNCED INSPECTION OF BANDYUP WOMEN’S PRISON: JUNE 2002” 
Grievance 

MR J.R. QUIGLEY (Innaloo) [9.52 am]:  My grievance is to the Minister for Justice and Legal Affairs and 
concerns the disturbing findings contained in the “Report of an Announced Inspection of Bandyup Women’s 
Prison: June 2002”.  This report was tabled in this Chamber on only Tuesday.  Members should bear in mind that 
this was an announced visit, so the prison management had warning of it.  I preface my remarks by saying that 
there could be no more disturbing comments in that report than those which are found in the last paragraph of 
page 19, in which the independent Inspector of Custodial Services describes the Bandyup Women’s Prison in 
these terms -  

Bandyup is a prison that is in considerable disarray, and, despite attempts by the Department of Justice 
just before and since the Inspection to stop the bleeding, because of a substantial history of neglect this 
kind of reactive and ad hoc change is no longer enough. 

The inspector in his report urges that -  

Bandyup needs to develop and articulate a purpose as a prison for women, beyond the role of mere 
containment and vague motherhood statements.   

The inspector then highlights the most disturbing aspects of the inspection, and I refer to those.  The inspector 
surveyed the staff of the Bandyup Women’s Prison, and notes at paragraph 3.6 that the staff reported that -  

At the time of the Inspection, the prison was an ill-disciplined, stressful and chaotic place to be in.  
Some also considered it to be an unsafe work environment.   

The inspector states at paragraph 3.7 -  

The current culture at Bandyup, marked as it is by aggression and lack of respect, demonstrates some 
failures across a number of areas, but primarily at the policy level.   

In paragraph 3.14 the Inspector of Custodial Services discusses the mix of stakeholders - that is, staff, inmates 
etc - and notes that it is -  

staff who arguably represent the group most resistant to change, and who, in many ways, hold the key 
to reform.   

The inspector also reports that he heard from a number of sources allegations of bullying and harassment by staff 
of other staff and that he personally witnessed officers swearing at prisoners.  He states -  

There has been a number of reports of officer assaults on prisoners; and anecdotal reports that one or 
two male officers have received sexual favours from prisoners . . .  

The inspector notes at paragraph 3.29 that notwithstanding the Royal Commission Into Aboriginal Deaths in 
Custody and the recommendations emanating from it -  

The race divide at Bandyup has been allowed to develop, within a culture that has become self-serving 
and unaccountable, to the extent that it impacts on all facets of prison life.   

The inspector says that this includes every group in the prison: Aboriginal prisoners, non-Aboriginal prisoners 
and staff.   

At paragraph 4.15, the inspector states that staff receive most of their training in security-related areas.  He 
states - 

This stands out as anomalous, especially when only two officers (out of 27) said they had received 
training in suicide prevention, and only eight said they had had any form of cognitive/behavioural skills 
training.   

The inspector further notes that the prison’s anti-bullying policy, which confines prisoners to self-protection 
units, works against the victims of the bullying.  Those who are doing the bullying - the perpetrators - are not 
contained.   

The report mentions other disturbing aspects.  I realise that the report is extensive and has been tabled so I shall 
not deal with every chapter.  The inspector indicates that there is a significant drug problem in the Bandyup 
Women’s Prison, despite the use of random sniffer dog tests and pat-down and body searches.  In that regard, the 
inspector refers to the mix of staff and notes that the requirement for cavity and close body searches to be carried 
out by, understandably, female prison officers has placed a great extra burden upon the female officers, which 
has in turn caused extra resentment.   
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The inspector reports at paragraph 5.4 that the compound is “old, shabby, and almost devoid of amenity”, and 
that ablutions are shabby and unacceptable.  He refers to -  

. . . the culture that developed at Bandyup over the years of neglect, and which enveloped the prison as 
a whole . . .  

He states that making the prison acceptable would be a very complex task.   

Most disturbingly, at paragraph 6.10 the inspector deals with the health of women prisoners.  I note that the 
prison has a large population of Aboriginal prisoners.  The inspector states -  

The health status of Aboriginal people is poor relative to the general population.  Any measure that 
increases the access of Aboriginal people to health care, and that encourages their participation in their 
own health care, is positive and should be supported.   

Finally, I touch upon the inspector’s absolute concern, which I share, at the use of restraints by the independent 
AIMS Corporation.  Women prisoners are shackled while they are having their shower in hospital prior to giving 
birth.  Those women then have the shackles replaced on their ankles while they are still unconscious in the 
recovery room following a caesarean birth.  That is an abhorrent practice.  I am very disturbed by the report. 

MR J.A. McGINTY (Fremantle - Minister for Justice and Legal Affairs) [10.01 am]:  In 2001 when we came 
into government in this State, we inherited a prison system in absolute chaos.  Much of that chaos has been 
described by the member for Innaloo referring to the Inspector of Custodial Services’ report into Bandyup 
Women’s Prison.  Prisons do not change their character overnight.  The report chronicled the extent of failure in 
the State’s women’s prison at Bandyup.   

Before I deal with the broader issues raised by the member for Innaloo, I will deal with the last matter he raised 
of the shackling of women prisoners as they are taken to King Edward Memorial Hospital to give birth.  Women 
prisoners are generally shackled by one leg to the bed, which I would have thought most inappropriate.  The 
prospect of a security threat being raised by a woman who is about to give birth by doing a runner from custody 
is so remote as to be absurd.  A young woman who brought this matter into public focus during the course of the 
past week gave birth to a baby girl the day before yesterday at King Edward Memorial Hospital without shackles 
and without unduly intrusive security. 

I turn to the essential problem in the prison system that we inherited when we came to government.  The prison 
system was literally bursting at the seams.  During the eight years of Liberal Government in this State the 
number of Western Australian citizens locked up in the State’s prison system increased dramatically.  Many of 
them were there for relatively minor offences, such as driving without a licence.  During the eight years of the 
Liberal Government in this State during the 1990s the total prison population of Western Australia increased by 
68 per cent.  That left us when we came into government in the dubious position of having the highest rate of 
imprisonment of all the Australian States.  I find that unacceptable, particularly when one bears in mind that 
many of those people were being locked up for minor offences that could be better dealt with by punishing them 
in the community.  It resulted in a prison system in which double bunking was the norm and record rates of 
deaths in custody occurred as a result of overcrowding. 

Some of the other indicators of the neglect of the prison system include the non-existent mental health treatment 
available for prisoners who suffer mental health conditions.  If I may give an example, 51 per cent of women in 
the State’s prison system today have a diagnosed mental health problem.  Therefore, more than half the women 
in prison have a diagnosed mental health problem.  Some 15 per cent of the women in prison today have 
previously been admitted to a mental health institution in this State.  It is obvious that mental health is a major 
issue in the State’s prison system, not only for women, for whom I happen to have the figures, but also for men. 

Mr R.F. Johnson:  Is some of that the result of drug taking? 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  There is a mental health condition.  I do not know the individual diagnoses in those cases, 
but I suspect that it may be an underlying condition. 

We set about doing something about changing the circumstances so adequately described by the member for 
Innaloo and the Inspector of Custodial Services that confront women prisoners in Western Australia.  The new 
Nyandi Prison complex will house 70 female prisoners for the first time in circumstances that I believe will be 
conducive to their reform and rehabilitation and that will give them a stake in the community that they can go 
back to and hopefully not re-offend.  Unfortunately, the reaction that we got from members opposite was a 
description of the new prison by the member for Nedlands as a “crackpot scheme”.  One can look at what the 
Inspector for Custodial Services described as existing at Bandyup Women’s Prison.  For the first time in the 
history of this State a Government set about doing something about that by addressing not only the mental health 
needs of women prisoners but also their other very important needs.  The reaction of the Opposition was to 
describe that as being crackpot. 
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Mr R.F. Johnson:  I think those words reflected residents’ concerns. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Residents’ concerns were being ignited for political reasons.  The Premier has said that 
Bruce Stevenson, a failed Liberal candidate, saw his chance of getting elected mayor of Victoria Park linked to 
his unprincipled opposition to the prison.  I am pleased to say to the member for Innaloo that Bruce Stevenson 
lost.  The good citizens of Victoria Park had enough sense to defeat that unprincipled person who sought to stir 
up emotions among older people for base political considerations. 

I turn to the other indicators of failure that we found in the prison system when we took over some two years 
ago.  Not only was mental health assessment and treatment non-existent in the prison system, notwithstanding 
the fact that a very significant number of prisoners have mental health problems, but also facilities for women 
were substandard.  We have set about treating them and they have been adequately treated. 

The State’s rate of imprisonment of Aboriginal people is an international scandal.  Even the Northern Territory 
imprisons Aboriginal people at a lower rate than that in Western Australia.  The rate at which we lock up our 
Aboriginal citizens cries out for very strong action by government.  This generation of Aboriginal people has 
become the imprisoned generation.  Two generations ago there was the stolen generation.  Aboriginal people are 
now being imprisoned.  That is part of the rite of passage, which we cannot as a society continue to tolerate.  The 
recidivism in this State - that is, prisoners who are reimprisoned within two years of being released - runs at 45 
per cent; in other words, nearly half of the prisoners are failed by the prison system to the extent that they are 
reimprisoned within two years.  Again, that is the highest rate in the nation and high by international standards.  
It is a reflection of the failure of the prison system in this State. 

When we came into power the prison system in Western Australia was awash with drugs and nothing was being 
done about it.  We are doing things about it.  We will end up with a prison system that works for the benefit of 
everyone in the community. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Grievances noted. 
 


